
SE Eleven Single Grain Whisky

Did You Know?
SE Eleven derives from our legal land description, 

located at SE 11-36-06-W3. South East quarter of Section 

11, Township 36, Range 6, West of the 3rd Meridian.

Terroir-Forward Canadian Whisky 
Batch-by-batch, we distill and age our whiskies under prairie 
skies to gain true Canadian character.

Traditionally crafted to celebrate the strength of a single grain, 
SE Eleven Single Grain Canadian whisky showcases unique 
flavours and nuances found in that grain. 

Determine the type of grain used in that particular bottle of 
whisky by the label on the back of the bottle, found under 
GRAIN. This will be listed as the Latin name.

Latin Name GRain Type

Triticosecale Triticale
Triticum Wheat
Secale cereale Rye
Avena sativa Oats
Hordeum vulgare Barley

Awards 
Master | World Whisky Masters | London, England

Gold – Best in Class | Canadian Artisan Spirit Competition | Vancouver, Canada

Bronze | International Wine and Spirits Competition | London, England

Spirit of Connection
Crafted to celebrate the bond between people, a place, and a whisky, 
SE Eleven is created to deliver more than just flavour. For 
Black Fox, it’s the emotional tie to being connected to the world
and the people around you.



SE Eleven Single Grain Whisky
A smooth, approachable Canadian whisky that is best enjoyed neat or on the rocks.

Contact us
sales@blackfoxfarmanddistillery.com  

306-955-4645 

245 Valley Road  

Saskatoon SK  S7K 3J6 

Follow us
BlackFoxFarmandDistillery
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Certificate of Provenance
Terroir influences SE Eleven whisky in profound ways, from 
the characteristics of our land to the people who work it. To 
better understand this relationship, we monitor and 
document the conditions under which whisky comes of age.

A tribute to our terroir, SE Eleven is named after the Black Fox legal land description, 
South East 11. The flavours found in this whisky are shaped by this exact location and the 
craftspeople who create it.

Scan for certificate

For your customers to be part of this relationship, 
SE Eleven whisky bottles are topped with a coin 
engraved with a searchable serial code. Enter the 
serial code with both the letters and numbers online 
to produce a Certificate of Provenance for the bottle.

Tasting Notes
Bottled in small batches according to their barrel, there will always be 

uniqueness to every bottle. The perfect balance between spirit and wood is apparent 

throughout the experience. An essence Crème Brulee and a beautiful spiciness 

are initially apparent. The middle of the palate has a dustiness reminiscent of 

harvesting the grains with a background of stone fruit. A lingering spice 

balances the finish to be savoured for years to come.


